About Us

We have a skilled and dedicated team of people in the UK, the majority of whom work at four main locations: Bournville in Birmingham; Uxbridge in West London; Sheffield in Yorkshire; and our Reading Science Centre in Berkshire, amongst other key manufacturing locations based across the UK.

So whether you want to continue a long tradition of excellence in chocolate-making, work at the cutting of research, or apply and expand your commercial talents, we could have just the career for you.
On this website, we and our partners are using cookies for different purposes, including facilitating your navigation, personalising content, tailoring advertising to your interests, and measuring site usage. Discover more on our Cookies Notice. To agree with our use of cookies, click “Accept”. To express specific preferences, click “Cookie settings”.
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VIEW MORE LOCATIONS
Hiring the Best: Brands being a key ingredient in Sales
Hiring the Best: Responsibility for success in Research & Development

Hiring the Best: Global experience to make an impact in Marketing
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Hiring the Best: Personal growth for career success in Sales